
#IAmPossible

What does it mean to say ‘I Am Possible’?

 Knowing that I am capable of doing all things...in Him who strengthens me.

 Being aware that everything that happens in my life I have either attracted (with my
words - power of the tongue), allowed (into my thoughts) or caused (with my actions).

 Being aware of the laws of attraction in terms of inhabiting these 10 behavior
patterns that shape my daily life: -

Excuses - Excuses won’t get you paid, won’t keep you as the No. 1 company to
work for in Namibia and they sure won’t help you self-develop. You have to keep doing
certain things that will keep setting you apart from the rest. Don’t get comfortable
with success. Be very uncomfortable with the comfort that comes with success. Keep
striving to stay at the top.

Blame shifting vs. taking responsibility – the moment every little thing is
everybody else’s fault but yours, realize there’s a problem with you (attitude).

Blaming shifting makes you sound not only weak and crazy, but it sure makes you
seem unprofessional. Remember, being a professional isn’t about your title, but a
state of being. It’s the essence of consistent growth, authenticity and integrity.

Victim mentality – the moment the world is such a cruel place and "why me
Lord" sets in, re-evaluate your part in whatever is happening to you. This is a state of
mind only YOU can change. You have to come to a decision; WILL YOU CRY ABOUT IT,
BLAME THE WORLD FOR IT, OR will you take charge and rise above it? How, only YOU can
determine. The answers are already WITHIN you.

Lack of confidence (feeds your fears) – are you a slave to fear? Do you give
faith a fighting chance? Do you constantly seek validation? DON’T BE AFRAID, BE
FIERCE!

Negative (Negativity feeds off of attention. Starve it!) – stay away from any
sort of drama, whether it may come from your family, your spouse, your children,
your colleagues, your naysayers or yourself. Choose to be peaceful. Peaceful
professionals are productive professionals. Every time a negative thought crosses your
mind that fuels your fears and keeps you up at night, immediately replace it with
something pleasant. Be consistent about this.

Entitlement – does the world always owe you? Do you give your baby daddy hell,
because he owes you the years you spent with him before he cheated? Does government
owe you money you haven’t worked for? Did you apply for land under the Affirmative
Action (for instance)? Does your employer a bonus you know you haven't worked hard
for? Does your partner owe you their hard-earned money?

Realize that people help you out of their own will. Stop expecting them to!

Lack of Appreciation – saying ‘THANK YOU’ goes a long way, every time! Wake
up in the morning and give thanks to God for the gift of life for you and those you



care about. Give thanks when someone reaches out to help you in any way. Don’t
undermine people’s hands in your life with; ‘S/He earns so much money from his/her
work/business but he could only give me $200? What am I supposed to do with that?'
Attitude. Remember, nobody owes you anything. Be thankful.

Procrastination – the “I’ll do it later” mentality/habit. Tomorrow never comes
and neither is it promised. Don’t postpone what you can do today to tomorrow. We are
naturally lazy beings. It is how we go about our daily lives that sets us apart from the
rest. Remember; confused people don’t get anything done; be clear about what you
want and then go for it!

Missing opportunities – stop believing you have limitations. The sky is not the
limit. That’s too claustrophobic. Aim for infinity. Create your own opportunities. We
miss opportunities because of fear of the unknown. Someone once said, "DON’T WORRY
ABOUT FAILURES. WORRY ABOUT THE CHANCES YOU MISS WHEN YOU DON’T EVEN TRY."
FAILURE IS PART OF SUCCESS.

Lack of initiative – people respect consistency and longevity. Never lose your
wonder with your dreams. It all starts with showing initiative. Want to succeed as bad
as you want to breathe. What you do daily is why you are who you are today whether
that’s in positive or negative light. If you fell yesterday, stand up today, dust it all
off and begin again.

NOTE: Being possible means being phenomenal. Being phenomenal means being extraordinary.
Extraordinary state of being gets you to extraordinary levels. REMMEBER, YOU DID NOT WAKE
UP TODAY TO BE MEDIOCRE. BE POSSIBLE!

6 Quotes to live by:

1. I AM Possible because "I live like each day either has a full-stop, a question mark or an
exclamation mark" – Steve Maraboli.

2. I AM Possible because "I do NOT downgrade my dreams and goals in an attempt to fit in
with naysayers. I upgrade my conviction to match my destiny" – Prince Ea (musician).

3. I AM Possible because "I turn up my positive inner dialogue and then sit back and watch
their mumbling becoming mere background noises... I do not get distracted by criticism,
because I know for some people, the only taste of success they’ll ever get is through a bite out
of me" – Zig Ziglar.

4. I AM Possible because "I realize that success is no accident but hard work, perseverance,
learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love for what I do." The moment you stop loving
your job, you begin to feed negativity = disaster! – Pele (soccer player).

5. I AM Possible because "I am living proof that a bruise is a lesson and each lesson makes me
better!" – Fictional character, Arya Stark (Game of Thrones).

6. I AM Possible because "I am capable of being happy with what I have while I seek all that I
want" – the late Jim Rohn.


